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Top 3 Bridal Trends of 2021 That Are Here to Stay
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The pandemic may have delayed weddings and forced people to postpone their big days, but
the wedding spirit – with all its panache – has stayed strong and alive.
 
 If you are planning to get married in what remains of 2021 or even 2022 – here are the top 3
bridal trends you may want to consider.
 

1. Florals in bright and pastel Color

You may argue that florals have been in for a while, and so, is that even a trend worth going
over? And our answer is yes! Floral motifs are now being paired with embroideries and 3D
rosettes to accentuate the look with bright shades. If boldly coloured details are too much for
you, then soft pastels are here to give you an alluring look.
 

2. Pantsuits in white

Here's something new, and it's increasingly becoming popular among the fashion-trendy,
liberated, and opinionated brides of 2021 and beyond. Pantsuits are a stylish alternative to
dresses – super comfortable and figure-flattering. If nothing more, they are at least a style
statement away from tradition.
 
Oh, and they are the perfect choice if you want to give off those boss lady vibes on your big
day.
 

3. Short dresses

If you prefer minimalistic designs, short dresses are another bridal trend that takes two or
more steps away from the conventional route. Short on the hemline but big on personality,
short dresses are versatile for all your other wedding-related events.
 
Either you feel like doing your big day differently or just want to show off your Cinderella shoes
– short dresses are perfect for you.
 
So, these are our top 3 unconventional bridal trends for 2021, which have great potential to
stay around for a while longer. Searching for your perfect dress? Check out our huge
collection.
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